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Follow the Scientists? How Beliefs about the
Practice of Science Shaped COVID-19 Views
AUTHORS: THOMAS G. SAFFORD, EMILY H. WHITMORE, AND LAWRENCE C. HAMILTON
ABSTRACT: “Follow the science” became the mantra for responding to COVID-19 pandemic.
However, for the public this also meant “follow the scientists,” and this led to uneasiness as
some viewed scientists as not credible. We investigate how beliefs about the way scientists
develop their findings affect pandemic-related views. Our analysis shows that beliefs about
scientists’ objectivity predict views regrading coronavirus-related risks, behavioral changes,
and policy priorities. While political party identity also predicts views about COVID-19-related
concerns, these vary by political leaders whose approaches embraced versus dismissed sciencebased strategies, highlighting the importance of perceptions of scientists in shaping pandemicrelated attitudes and beliefs.
Keywords: Public perception of science and technology, public understanding of science and
technology, risk communication.
Scientists and the COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic dominated headlines throughout 2020 and scientists were inextricably connected to discussions of threats from the coronavirus. “Follow the science” was an
ever-present part of the discourse and this mantra became the foundation for pandemic-related health policies in the United States and around the globe. Government officials repeatedly asked the public to comply with science-based recommendations for combating the virus and scientists became visible health policy advocates. Nonetheless, as policy choices forwarded by scientists clashed with core societal values such as individual liberty and the prioritization of economic well-being, public scrutiny of scientists intensified.
While scientists dominating headlines was something new during the COVID-19 crisis,
the questioning of scientists’ role in policymaking was not; rather the pandemic appears to
have accelerated the erosion of scientific authority that had already been trending prior to
the coronavirus outbreak (Gauchat, 2012; Merkley, 2020; Motta, 2018a; 2018b; Safford et
al., 2020). Previous studies demonstrate that trust in science and the perceived credibility of
scientists can influence views about science-related issues and policy recommendations
(Chryssochoidis et al., 2009; Iyengar and Massey, 2019; Kellstedt, et al, 2008; Millstone and
Zwanenberg, 2000; Yamamoto, 2012). Building on these findings, recent scholarship illustrates that a range of social factors influence attitudes and beliefs about COVID-19-related
concerns (Adolph et al., 2021; Aksoy et al., 2020; Algara et al., 2021; Brzezinski et al., 2020;
Calvillo et al., 2020; Hamilton and Safford, 2021a; 2021b; Safford and Hamilton 2020). However, to what extent beliefs about the integrity and objectivity of scientists relate to beliefs
about COVID-19 and support for public health interventions remains an open question.
We utilize data from the Granite State Panel Survey (GS Panel) in the U.S. state of
New Hampshire to investigate how public perceptions of scientists along with social

background variables affect pandemic-related beliefs. Findings confirm previous investigations showing the importance of political party affiliation in predicting views about the coronavirus (Alcott et al., 2020; Gadarian et al., 2021; Green et al., 2020; Grossman et al., 2020;
Hamilton and Safford, 2021a; 2021b; Kreps et al., 2020). However, we also find general beliefs about the objectivity of scientists are also an important predictor, and this discovery
highlights the importance of the public’s understanding of scientists’ practices and integrity
in shaping views about COVID-19. For many in the public calls to “follow the science” may
be interpreted as “follow the scientists,” and if scientists are perceived as biased or not credible, this refrain may lead to apprehension rather than encourage compliance with sciencebased public health recommendations. Thus, identifying factors that are undermining confidence in science and scientists and communicating with the public about how science is
practiced and could help engender support for science-based initiatives seeking to stem the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The Social Bases of Perceptions of Scientific Practice
In the wake of global pandemics, anxiety spreads and the public are often uncertain who
they can trust for information about health threats and appropriate responses. Trust is multidimensional (Mayer et al., 1995) and those investigating trust in scientists have focused on
the importance of beliefs about scientists’ capabilities as well as their character (Fiske and
Dupree, 2014; Renn and Levine, 1991). Recent scholarship suggests that competence, benevolence, openness, and integrity are four critical dimensions of trust in scientists (Besley et
al., 2021).
The degree to which scientists conveying information related to COVID-19 are perceived as competent, benevolent, open, and having integrity all likely affect assessments of
their trustworthiness. However, a 2019 study by the Pew Research Center highlights considerable skepticism among Americans about the integrity of scientists and how this may relate
to concerns about scientists’ involvement in policy issues (Funk et al. 2019). They found 35%
of respondents believed the scientific method can be used to produce any conclusion the researcher wants, and 44% of respondents indicated that scientists’ judgements are just as
likely to be biased as other people’s (Funk et al. 2019). These results point to the importance
of assessing how beliefs about scientists’ integrity may influence views about the COVID-19
pandemic.
Scientists view the practice of science as systematic, rigorous, and fundamentally objective and believe results should be evaluated based on adherence to established methodological procedures and not on the character of researchers (DeVries et al., 2006; NASEM,
2009; Sieber and Tolich, 2013). While uncertainty is considered “normal” within the scientific community, lay people can be uncomfortable with the caveats and approximations used
by scientists when conveying findings, leading some to question their integrity. Relatedly,
disinformation about how science should be practiced, and misrepresentations of scientific
certainty have contributed to the erosion of scientists’ credibility – particularly during the
COVID-19 crisis (Chryssochoidis et al., 2009; Iyengar and Massey, 2019; Millstone and
Zwanenberg, 2000; Prasad, 2021). This has practical implications as adherence to coronavirus mitigation measures and public health recommendations have been found to be lower
among those with decreased confidence in science and scientists (Brzezinski et al., 2020; Calvillo et al., 2020; Eichengreen et al., 2021; Sanchez and Dunning, 2021).
Also, as science becomes more enmeshed with policy, lay people who are not familiar
with the norms of scientific inquiry often expect presentation of alternative explanations or

want to draw their own inferences rather than have scientists tell them the meaning of information (Post et al., 2021). Similarly, when scientific findings are marshalled to justify one
policy option or the public is told simply to adhere to scientists’ recommendations, their disinterestedness may be questioned (Bauer and Jensen, 2011; Besley and Nisbet, 2013; Fiske
and Dupree, 2014; Hamilton and Safford, 2020a; 2020b; Leiserowitz et al., 2013; Motta,
2018a; 2018b; Safford et al., 2017; 2020; Vraga et al., 2018; Yamamoto, 2012). Finally, communication styles are also important in shaping perceptions, with recent studies demonstrating how the use of aggressive language can undermine scientists’ credibility (König and Jucks,
2019; König and Breves, 2021).
In the U.S., the increasingly ideological nature of policy making has amplified these
trends, such that science-related issues are more and more viewed through a political rather
than technical lens (Brewer and Ley, 2012; Hamilton et al., 2015a; Kreps and Kriner, 2020;
McCright and Dunlap, 2011; Sides et al., 2020). As contentious health and environmental
policies can hinge on scientific understanding, opponents have also forwarded anti-intellectual arguments, and focused on undermining the credibility of scientists to derail these initiatives (Chryssochoidis et al., 2009; Iyengar and Massey, 2019; Merkley, 2020; Millstone and
Zwanenberg, 2000; Motta 2018b). With scientists’ public-facing behaviors and communication taking center stage, science-related assessments become less about the rigor of scientific inquiry and more about the character of scientists themselves and how science is being
used for policy advocacy (Collins and Evans, 2002; Brossard and Nisbet, 2007; Gieryn, 1983;
Post et al., 2021; Wynne, 1995).
At the outset of the coronavirus pandemic, significant majorities of the U.S. public
supported scientific leadership in guiding health policies focused on combating the virus
(McFadden et al., 2020). However, subsequent research more closely mirrors the aforementioned studies of the science-politics nexus, showing political ideology shaping beliefs about
risks associated with COVID-19, trust in U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) for information about the virus, and appropriate responses to the pandemic, illustrating the potential
perils associated with too closely intermeshing science and politics (Alcott et al., 2020; Calvillo et al., 2021; Funk et al., 2019; Gadarian et al., 2021; Grossman et al., 2020; Hamilton
and Safford, 2020a, 2020b, 2021a, 2021b; Safford and Hamilton, 2020; Sides et al., 2020).
Building on the extant literature, this study focuses on establishing to what extent public
perceptions of scientists’ practices and objectivity relate to beliefs about COVID-19 and assessments of governmental responses to the pandemic.
Research Design and Methods
Our data come from two waves of the Granite State Panel survey (GS Panel), a probabilitybased web panel survey administered by the University of New Hampshire Survey Center.
GS Panel respondents are recruited randomly from New Hampshire phone numbers and
panel members receive web-based surveys by email. We utilize data from two 2020 GS
Panel surveys that included COVID-19 related questions —March (n=650) and July (n=959).
As panel participants are chosen randomly from a pool of possible respondents, the July survey included 208 individuals who also partook in the March panel. Excluding the repeat
panel participants does not alter our findings, but creates less precise estimates, so we opted
to use the full sample for our analyses here.

Table 1. Variable definitions with codes and weighted summary statistics.
Independent Variables
Gender: Male (48%, coded 0), Female (49%, coded 1).
Age: In years (weighted mean 48 years, SD 17 years, range 18-91 years).
Education: High school or less (35%, coded -1), some college (32%, coded 0), college (21%, coded 1), postgraduate (12%, coded 2).
Party: Democrat (48%, coded 1 if yes, 0 otherwise), Independent (10%, coded 1 if yes, 0 otherwise), Republican
(42%, coded 1 if yes, 0 otherwise).
Month: Survey wave, March (41%, n=650, coded 0) and July (59%, n=959 coded 1)
Scientists Adjust: “Do you agree or disagree that scientists adjust their findings to get the answers they want?”
Strongly disagree (39%, coded 1)
Disagree (14%, coded 2)
Neutral/DK (16%, coded 3)
Agree (19%, coded 4)
Strongly agree (12%, coded 5)
Dependent Variables
Worry health (July): “How worried are you that you, or someone in your family, might become sick with COVID19 over the next year?”
No answer (1%, coded 0)
Not at all worried (18%, coded 0)
Slightly Worried (25%, coded 0)
Moderately worried (31%, coded 1)
Very worried (26%, coded 1)
Worst to come (July): “Which of the following statements do you think is more accurate, concerning the coronavirus or COVID-19 in the United States?”
No answer (14%, coded 0)
COVID-19 has not really been a major problem in the US (6%, coded 0)
The worst is behind us (21%, coded 0)
The worst is yet to come (59%, coded 1)
Wear Mask (July): “What best describes your own current use of a face mask (covering mouth and nose) as a
COVID-19 precaution, when going out in public places such as stores, restaurants, or parks?”
No answer (.2%, coded 0)
I never use a face mask in public places (7%, coded 0)
I sometimes use a face mask in public places (15%, coded 0)
I always use a face mask when out in public, unless I am outdoors and can maintain social distance
(48%, coded 1)
I always use a face mask in public places (29%, coded 1)
Priority virus (July): “Which of the following do you think should be the highest priority of state and federal governments, with regard to COVID-19?
No answer (10%, coded 0)
The government's highest priority should be to restart the economy, even if that increases the risk to public health. (30%, coded 0)
The government's highest priority should be to contain the spread of COVID-19, even if that hurts the
economy. (60%, coded 1)
Trump COVID: “Generally speaking, do you approve or disapprove of the way President Trump is handling the
coronavirus (COVID-19) situation?”
Strongly disapprove (54%, coded 0)
Somewhat disapprove (5%, coded 0)
Leaning disapprove (2%, coded 0)
Neither/DK (2%, coded 0)
Leaning approve (1%, coded 1)
Somewhat approve (9%, coded 1)
Strongly approve (27%, coded 1)
Sununu COVID: “Generally speaking, do you approve or disapprove of the way Governor Sununu is handling the
coronavirus (COVID-19) situation?”
Strongly disapprove (8%, coded 0)
Somewhat disapprove (9%, coded 0)

Leaning disapprove (2%, coded 0)
Neither/DK (1%, coded 0)
Leaning approve (5%, coded 1)
Somewhat approve (27%, coded 1)
Strongly approve (41%, coded 1)

Table 1 describes variables utilized in this study and includes descriptive statistics as well
as coding for regression analysis. Background demographic characteristics include four variables, Gender, Age, Education, and Party. Gender is dichotomized (0,1) for male and female.
A small number of respondents chose non-binary identities, but these were too few for analysis. Education is broken out in four values and centered from –1 to +2, with technical
school or some college at 0, for interaction effect purposes. Other studies show monotonic
and approximately linear effects of such education indicators on science-related dependent
variables (Fogg et al., 2020; Hamilton and Fogg, 2019; Hamilton and Safford, 2020a; Safford
et al., 2020).
Party includes self-identified political party affiliation with Democrats, Independents and
Republicans. A limited number of respondents, too few for analysis, chose other parties or
no affiliation. We also included Month as an independent variable to enable testing for possible changes between March and July 2020 for questions that were asked on both waves of
the survey. Finally, the Scientists Adjust variable asked participants the extent to which they
agree that scientists adjust their findings to get the answers they want. Using this question
as an independent variable cast a light on how general beliefs about way scientists develop
their findings relate to more specific views regarding COVID-19.
The six dependent variables outlined in Table 1 enable consideration of GS Panel participants’ views about COVID-19 and governmental responses to the pandemic. The first four,
Worry Health, Worst to Come, Wears Mask, and Priority Virus were asked only on the July
2020 GS Panel, while the final two, Trump COVID and Sununu COVID, were included both in
March and July. Worry Health queries respondents about the degree to which they worry
that they or members of their family may become sick with COVID-19; Worst to Come assesses whether respondents believe that, for the U.S., the worst of the pandemic was yet to
come; Wears Mask queries if respondents adopted the key health-safety measure of wearing a mask to limit the spread of the coronavirus; Priority Virus homes in on the policy arena
and gauges whether respondents believe the government’s highest priority should be containing COVID-19 or restarting the economy. Finally, the Trump COVID and Sununu COVID
questions assess the degree to which respondents approve of then President Donald
Trump’s and New Hampshire Governor Chris Sununu’s handling of the COVID-19 situation.
All dependent variables outlined in Table 1 are dichotomized to focus analytically on the
most substantively important responses; their (0,1) coding is outlined in the table. Binomial
logit regression modeling offers parsimony and interpretative advantages over multi-category methods such as ordered or multinomial logit, although our preliminary analyses confirmed that these different approaches lead to similar conclusions.
Connecting Views about Scientists and the COVID-19 Pandemic
The objective of this study is to investigate how concerns about bias and the objectivity of
scientists may affect views about the coronavirus pandemic. Earlier work with the Scientists
Adjust question, on a 2016 nationwide survey, found that it predicted views about other science-related issues such as climate change (Safford et al., 2020), and also affected trust in

science agencies such as the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) regarding
the 2016 Zika virus pandemic (Safford et al., 2017).
Bringing this Scientists Adjust variable into the time of COVID-19, the GS Panel results
in Table 1 show 39% strongly disagreed and 14% disagreed with the statement, “Scientists
adjust their findings to get the answers they want,” illustrating that most respondents do not
believe scientists adjust their results to get the answers they desire. Nonetheless, 12%
strongly agreed and 19% agreed with this statement, with the remaining 16% indicating they
were unsure. The fact that nearly a third of GS Panel respondents agreed that scientists adjust their findings suggests many in the public have doubts about scientists’ objectivity, raising the question as to whether such a belief may affect views about COVID-19. We examine
how agreement that scientists adjust their results affects views about threats from the coronavirus as well as individual level and policy responses.
Public perceptions of COVID-19 show variation as well. One of the most important
roles scientists have had during the pandemic is fostering awareness of the serious health
risks associated with the coronavirus. The GS Panel survey asked respondents how worried
they were that they or someone in their family might become sick with COVID-19 over the
next year. 57% of respondents indicated they were either very or moderately worried that
they or a family member might contract the coronavirus. Similarly, 59% of panel respondents (accurately) thought that the worst of the pandemic was yet to come, as opposed to the
worst being behind us, or believing COVID-19 had not been a problem. Both questions highlight divisions in how respondents viewed the risks from the virus to them personally and to
the U.S. in general.
When asked to describe their current use of a face mask as a precaution against
COVID-19, 76% of GS Panel respondents stated they either always used a face mask in public
places or always used a face mask except when outdoors. These results show high compliance with both the federal and N.H. public health guidance at the time that required wearing
face coverings to curb the spread of the virus. Finally, respondents were also queried about
coronavirus policy priorities. During the summer of 2020, there was increasing debate in the
U.S. about whether government should prioritize restarting the economy or maintain the focus on containing the spread of COVID-19. 60% of respondents indicated the government’s
highest priority should be to contain the spread of COVID-19, even if that hurts the economy.
Conversely 40% of respondents stated the highest priority should be to restart the economy,
even if that increases the risk to public health; we again find a considerable split.
Figure 1 charts the associations between four COVID-19 items— Worry Health, Worst
to Come, Wear Mask, and Priority Virus—and belief that scientists adjust their findings to get
answers they want (Scientists Adjust). In each case we see steep and statistically significant
(p < 0.001) gradients, in which respondents who questioned scientists generally also tended
to reject science based COVID assessments, behavioral guidance, and policy choices. For example, panel 1d shows that 95% of those who strongly disagree that scientists adjust their
findings (i.e., believe in scientists’ integrity), think that controlling the virus should be the
government’s priority. Conversely, only 14% of those who strongly agree that scientists adjust their findings (i.e., those who doubt scientists’ integrity) prioritize controlling the virus.
Lower regard for scientists is similarly related to concern about personal or family health
(panel 1a); dismissal of warnings that the worst of the pandemic was yet to come (panel 1b);
and compliance with mask-wearing advice (panel 1c).

Figure 1: COVID-19 responses (Worry Health, Worst to Come, Wear Mask, and Priority Virus)
by whether respondent agrees that scientists adjust findings to get answers they want (Scientists Adjust), from July 2020 GS Panel survey. Each graph shows the number of observations and weighted t-test probability for that relationship (all p < 0.001).
Two further COVID-19-related items appeared on both the July and March 2020 surveys, asking respondents whether they approved of how President Trump or N.H. Governor
Sununu were handling the pandemic (Trump COVID and Sununu COVID). Panels 2a and 2b in
Figure 2 chart the percentages approving of Trump or Sununu, broken down by responses to
the Scientists Adjust question, which again predict COVID-issue responses. Overall approval
of how President Trump was handling the pandemic was low, 37%, compared with 73% for
Governor Sununu. Trump approval also was more strongly related to distrust in scientists,
ranging from 8% approval among those who strongly disagree that scientists adjust findings,
up to 77% approval among those who strongly agree (p < 0.001). Approval of Governor
Sununu exhibits a milder but still significant (p = 0.001) association with distrust of scientists.

Figure 2: Approval of President Trump’s and Governor Sununu’s handling of COVID-19 situation (Trump COVID, Sununu COVID) by whether respondent agrees that scientists adjust findings to get answers they want (Scientists Adjust), pooling March and July 2020 GS Panel survey. Each graph shows the number of observations and weighted t-test probability for that
association.
Panels 2c and 2d test whether approval of the political leaders’ approach to the pandemic changed between our March and July surveys. Approval of Governor Sununu’s handling of the coronavirus crisis was stable and high, at 72% or 73% (p = 0.851). Support for
President Trump started lower, then further declined from 41% to 34% (p = 0.187).
The bivariate results in Figure 1 depict strong zero-order relationships between Scientists Adjust and four COVID-related questions included in the July survey. Scientists Adjust
also strongly correlates with political party affiliation (polychoric correlation 0.72), however,
and to a lesser degree with other respondent characteristics, so the bivariate associations in
Figure 1 might turn out to be spurious. Testing that possibility, Table 2 enters Scientists Adjust together with respondent gender, age, education, and political party as predictors of
four COVID items: Worry Health, Worst to Come, Wear Mask and Priority Virus. The table
contains odds ratios from logit regressions, describing multiplicative effects on the dependent variables. For example, the odds of thinking the worst of the pandemic was yet to come
were 94% lower (multiplied by 0.060) among Republicans, compared with Democrats (the
base category). Odds ratios below 1 correspond to “negative” effects, decreasing the odds
of a respondent worrying about contracting COVID-19, believing that the worst of the pandemic is yet to come, usually wearing a mask, or believing controlling the virus should be the
priority versus restarting the economy. Conversely, odds ratios above 1 correspond to “positive” effects, increasing the odds of those responses.

Table 2. Predictors of participant response to four COVID-19 items. Odds ratios are from weighted
logit regressions (n = 899; July 2020 GS Panel survey).
Worry Health

Worst to Come

Wear Mask

Priority Virus

Gender
Age
Education

1.101
1.021*
.995

.611
1.023
.634

.919
1.079***
.494*

.751
1.000
.445**

Party
Democrat (base)
Independent
Republican

1.801
.285*

.483
.060***

.394
.060***

.150**
.022***

Education × Party
Democrat (base)
Independent
Republican

.349*
.815

.813
2.009*

1.280
3.240**

1.331
2.607*

Scientists Adjust

.595***

.466***

.357***

.382***

F statistic

17.38***

19.36***

7.02***

19.30***

***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05

COVID-19 has had disproportionate impacts on the elderly, so it is unsurprising that
age is a significant predictor for the two risk-related variables. Older individuals have increased odds of worrying that they or a family member will contract the coronavirus and are
also more likely to wear a mask to protect against spreading the virus. Level of education
also has significant effects, with more educated individuals having lower odds of prioritizing
curbing the spread of the virus over re-starting the economy and always wearing a mask in
public. Because the models also include education × party interactions (explained below),
these main effects of education are contingent. They describe effects of education among
Democrats, the base category of party; but only with other things (most importantly, beliefs
about scientists) being equal.
Political party identification shows strong main effects on pandemic-related beliefs
across all four of these models. Republicans have lower odds than Democrats of worrying
about the health risks from COVID-19, believing the worst of the pandemic is yet to come,
and wearing a mask. Both Republicans and Independents are less likely than Democrats to
prioritize stopping the spread of the virus versus restarting the economy.
Education × Party interaction, terms included with these models, have previously
shown importance for science-related perceptions on climate change (e.g., McCright and
Dunlap, 2011; Hamilton et al., 2015b; Safford et al., 2020) and other topics, including vaccines (Hamilton et al., 2015a) and trust in the U.S. CDC (Hamilton and Safford, 2021b). They
prove significant with all four of these COVID-19 items, telling us that the effects of education on COVID-19-related beliefs vary with political identity. In the three models where Education × Republican terms are significant (Worst to Come, Wear Mask, Priority Virus) these
interactions describe a convergence with rising education, such that partisans with more education become less far apart. The one model where an Education × Independent term is significant (Worry Health) likewise indicates convergence, in that instance between Independents and Republicans. This consistent pattern of partisan convergence with rising education
runs opposite to the interactions typical of climate change surveys, where partisan

differences tend to widen with rising education, so the most-educated partisans stand farthest apart (Drummond and Fischhoff, 2017; Hamilton, 2011; Hamilton et al., 2015b; Kahan
et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2014). The results in Table 2 are consistent, however, with other
COVID-19-related analyses, suggesting a different education/party interaction than other science-related issues (Hamilton and Safford, 2021b).
Finally, Table 2 results support the bivariate conclusion from Figure 1 that the most
consistent predictor of responses to all four COVID-19 questions is respondents’ general belief about how scientists formulate their results. Those who agree that scientists adjust their
findings to get the results they want have significantly lower odds of worrying they or their
family will get sick from the coronavirus, believing the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic was
yet to come, wearing a mask in public, and prioritizing combating the virus over restarting
the economy. In short, beliefs about scientists’ objectivity strongly relate to views about the
seriousness of the pandemic and the actions to combat it.
Table 3 presents multivariate models for the two political-leader approval questions
that appeared on both the March and July surveys. In this two-survey case, we also test for
differences by survey month; other predictors are the same as those in Table 2.
Table 3. Predictors of response to whether participants approved of former President Trump’s and
Governor Sununu’s response to COVID-19. Odds ratios are from weighted logit regressions (n=1,526;
March and July GS Panel surveys).
Trump COVID

Sununu COVID

Gender
Age
Education

1.330
1.023
3.192***

1.155
1.028***
1.377*

Party
Democrat (base)
Independent
Republican

60.801***
609.447***

1.819
7.225***

Education × Party
Democrat (base)
Independent
Republican

.380**
.295***

.970
.470**

Survey Month
March (base)
July

.133***

1.065

Scientists Adjust

2.629***

1.054

F Statistic

24.94***

6.82***

***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05

Results in Table 3 broadly agree with those in Table 2, while adding more specific information about approval of political leaders. Political-identity effects on approval are
strong, as might be expected. Republican respondents were much more likely to approve of
these Republican leaders—but Governor Sununu had more bipartisan approval, so the partisan odds ratios in that model are closer to 1. Significant interaction effects again signal

partisan convergence with rising education, such that college-educated partisans hold at
least somewhat more similar views.
The counter-intuitive negative main effects seen for Education (odds ratios below 1),
in Table 3 as in Table 2, call for explanation. At first glance, they appear to suggest that
among Democrats (the base category of Party), concern about COVID-19 declines with rising
education (in Table 2), while approval of Republican leaders (in Table 3) increases with rising
education. As noted earlier, however, the main effects of Education in this case have a specialized interpretation: they describe effects of education while statistically holding constant
respondents’ views about scientists (Scientists Adjust). If Scientists Adjust were not included
among the predictors, the Education main effects in five of the six models would be flat. The
single exception is Governor Sununu’s approval (Sununu COVID in Table 3), where views
about scientists have no effect; approval rises with education among Democrats even if we
do not control for views about scientists. With or without Scientists Adjust in each model,
responses become closer with rising education, so the convergence interpretation is robust.
In the Trump COVID model found in Table 3, as with all four models of Table 2, Scientists Adjust shows strong effects. The more intensely respondents agree that scientists adjust their findings, the more likely they are to approve of President Trump’s handling of the
pandemic, in which he was openly dismissive of scientists’ recommendations. Governor
Sununu, in contrast, was considerably more attentive than Trump to scientific advice in formulating his state-level response to COVID-19 (O’Laughlin and Kane, 2020; Sununu, 2020).
Approval of President Trump’s actions declined from the March to July surveys: odds
of approval dropped by 87% (multiplied by 0.133) between the two waves. Table 3 confirms
that approval of Governor Sununu’s actions did not change over this period, as shown also
by the bivariate analysis in Figure 2d. His pandemic steps included a statewide stay-at-home
order and a mask mandate, which contributed to relatively low (by U.S. standards) infection
and mortality rates for the state. The Governor also regularly advocated for using scientific
data to inform his efforts toward combating the coronavirus. We see that respondent views
about scientists’ practices correspondingly have no net effects on support for his approach.
The fact that our multivariate analysis uncovered strong effects from beliefs about
scientists on views about President Trump’s approach, but not Governor Sununu’s shows attitudes about the pandemic response were not driven simply by partisan allegiance, but also
connect to politicians themselves and the way they engage scientists in policy making. The
different effects of Scientists Adjust on the Trump COVID and Sununu COVID variables illustrate that the degree to which politicians embrace or reject science-based planning may be a
key factor in shaping assessments of their approaches to combating the COVID-19 pandemic.
COVID-19, Partisanship, and the Social Practice of Science
We hypothesized that general beliefs about how scientists develop their results would predict myriad pandemic-related views. Our findings confirm this hypothesis and show that individuals who question the objectivity of scientists are less likely to fear contracting the coronavirus, wear masks to limit its spread, or prioritize combating the virus over restarting the
economy. In our models, beliefs about the integrity of scientists’ practices is the strongest
and most consistent predictor of views about both the threats from COVID-19 and appropriate responses.
Findings from this study build on the emerging literature connecting science views,
partisanship, and beliefs about the coronavirus (Aksoy et al., 2020; Alcott et al., 2020; Algara
et al., 2021; Brzezinski et al., 2020; Hamilton and Safford, 2021b). Risk perceptions among

GS Panel respondents vary markedly by political party with Republicans being less worried
than Democrats about the threat of COVID-19. This lower concern logically leads to their reduced likelihood of wearing masks and believing that the worst of the pandemic is yet to
come. Nonetheless, our discovery that there is some convergence in the views of more educated Republicans and Democrats regarding the risks posed by the coronavirus and appropriate responses, suggests that support may not hinge solely on partisan identity. This is where
extending our analysis to investigate the effects of beliefs about scientists on COVID-19-related views is revealing.
Looking more closely at the questions assessing support for President Trump’s and
Governor Sununu’s approaches to the pandemic connect partisanship and science views and
highlight the importance of general beliefs about scientists’ objectivity in shaping views
about the coronavirus. During 2020, former President Trump repeatedly questioned scientific authority while Governor Sununu looked to scientists for guidance. Logically those who
question scientists’ objectivity were more likely to approve of the President’s approach,
while beliefs about scientists’ integrity did not have significant effects on views about the
Governor’s strategy. Both President Trump and Governor Sununu are Republicans, thus it is
also logical that Republicans are more likely than Democrats to approve of both leaders’ approaches to the pandemic. However, support for Governor Sununu’s approach was nearly
double that of President Trump (see Figure 2). The variable that helps explain the markedly
different levels of support is Scientists Adjust.
Conclusion
The importance of science in guiding policy has never been more apparent than during the
COVID-19 crisis. Overall, the focus on science-based approaches has reinforced the authority
and key social role of scientists in society. Studies from around the world have shown that
trust in science is a key factor affecting understanding of coronavirus-related risks, adoption
of preventive measures, and support for science-based policy responses (Breakwell and Jaspal, 2021; Plohl and Musil, 2021; Pagliaro et al., 2021). While the importance of trust in science transcends borders, what constitutes trust is socially determined. Our findings focused
on one dimension of trust in scientists, integrity, are consistent with these global patterns,
but also reflect the social context in N.H. and the U.S., further demonstrating how the interpretation of science is culturally situated (Jasanoff, 2011).
The increasingly ideological nature of policy making in the U.S. and beyond has pervaded the coronavirus situation, and this has made separating science from politics challenging. Our study shows that the two factors that are most likely to predict views about all aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic are partisan identity and beliefs about the objectivity of scientists. While political views are often ideological, and thus harder to shift, the belief that
scientists adjust their findings to get the answers they want may in part stem from misunderstanding of scientific methods, uncertainty, and the incremental nature of scientific inquiry,
thus, offering opportunities for science communicators to address misperceptions.
Finally, it is important to recognize that our study draws upon survey data only from
N.H., and with a limited number of questions; thus, we need to be circumspect about the
broader generalizability of our findings. Nonetheless, our study provides strong evidence
that views about scientists matter. Further research is needed to better understand to what
extent the public views the objectivity of scientists from distinct disciplines or institutions differently, how education and partisan identity interconnect and perhaps help transcend ideological differences, and whether perceptions of other dimensions of trust in scientists have

similar effects. The COVID-19 pandemic continues to be one of the greatest threats to humankind and compliance with risk reduction behaviors, use of vaccines, and acceptance of
therapeutics will likely depend on “following scientists” as much as “following the science.”
Thus, communicating about the rigor of scientific practices and the integrity of scientists will
be a critical step toward creating broad support for the science-based approaches needed to
stem the tide of COVID-19.
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